dsDN
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DNA sequences run through Blast and
MUSCLE alignment

DNA with insert isolated & prepped for
sequencing

DNA collected from cultures & digested
with EcoR1 to check for vector insertion

DNA cloned into competent E. coli cells to
amplify target sequences

Isolated RNA used as template for reverse
transcription-PCR to generate DNA

ssRN
A

RNA isolated from foram cells using
shredder column & 50μL RNase free H2O

Methods

Macroscopic motion begins at the cellular level with the work of
various motor proteins. Kinesin motor proteins move along microtubule
filaments (MT) in order to perform tasks from transporting of
organelles, to facilitating mitosis. Due to their essential role in cellular
processes, disruptions in normal
cargo
kinesin functioning have been
tail
revealed to be involved in
certain diseases. These motor
proteins have been well
documented in organisms at
warm temperatures yet there
neck
exists little investigation into
these proteins with regards to
how they function in organisms
head adapted to the extreme cold.
microtubule
One such group organisms are
the Foraminifera, carnivorous
Figure 1. Transport Kinesin Comprotists which inhabit many of
ponents. Tails bind to cargo. Heads
Earth’s aquatic ecosystems.
take alternating steps along MT by
Though largely recognized for
hydrolyzing ATP, generating force.
their tests (shells), which play a
Adapted from Schwartz 2003.
role in the fossil record and
global carbon levels, there exists limited molecular data on
forams.
Forams collected from sediment of Explorers Cove,
Antarctica have been observed to exhibit robust organelle transport
activity despite ambient temperatures reaching as low as -1°C. Under
similar conditions MT in mammalian cells would depolymerize and the
cell would eventually die. To investigate whether there are structural
modifications in the kinesins of these Forams which would confer the
cold functionality, we attempted to isolate kinesin DNA from the
Forams by targeting the motor domain regions of the kinesin heads
which are highly conserved across species as well as different kinesin
families.
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Sordaria macrospora
80
Kinesin Protein
Fusarium pseudograminearum
79
Kinesin Heavy Chain
Other
79-99
No Match
Delftia acidovorans genome
99

Organism

Table 1: Distribution of Blast Identities

A total of 45 samples were sent out for sequencing, 43 from 500bp
samples and 2 from 1000bp. Sequences were run through a Blast
nucleotide query, the results are presented here. A majority (80.0%) of the
samples were identified as kinesins but of fungal origins (s. macrospora &
f. pseudoaraminearum). “Other” refers to query outputs which were of
prokaryotes or predicted/uncultured samples at 500bp.
*It should be noted that identified species are completely foreign to lab
environment.

Figure 5. Amino acid alignment of representative samples. Sequences of
human and R. filosa kinesin were included for comparison (first two lines).
Though a freshwater, moderate temperature foram, R. filose is the only
known sequenced foram. Samples included represent each foram species
used. Residues highlighted in blue are completely conserved across all
samples; in grey are similar residues. Alignment of just forams, in orange,
reveals amino sequences across species are nearly identical. Generated
through MUSCLE alignment tool
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/msa/muscle/)

Results

Figure 4. Agarose gel (1.2%) images from RT-PCR product. a Initial samples of Astrammina rara
(Ar) from ethanol (E) and DNA buffer (B) run with annealing temperature of 52°C. Bands
appeared at 500 and 1000bp. b RT-PCR products from four (4) foram species: Ar, Silver
Saccammina (Ss), Notodendrodes hyalinosphaira (Qb), and Astrammina triangularis (At), with
two water controls (WC), RT-PCR run with 80μL of RNase free water supplied in RNA extraction
kit & WO, RT-PCR run with 10μL RNase free water included in RT-PCR kit for master mix. Bands
around 500bp appeared in Ss, and faintly in Qb and At (boxed in red). Bright bands appeared at
500 and 1000bp in the WC. Profile run with 47°C annealing temperature. Gel run with 1kb DNA
ladder. Bands were excised, and DNA purified for further analysis.

500bp

1000bp
500bp

1000bp

a

b

Figure 3. Custom Primers a. Amino acid and DNA sequence of upstream
primer b. Amino acid and DNA sequence of downstream primer. Both
regions are conserved motifs involved in nucleotide binding. Primer
sequences surround a region of approx. 150amino acids. Adapted from Sablin
et al., 1996.
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Figure 2. Astrammina rara a. View of intact test. b. Test opened, revealing
foram inside (indicated by arrow). c. Astrammina rara with test removed.
Samples used in study had tests removed. Forams provided by Bowser lab.
Photo courtesy foramBarcoding, foram database.
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DNA bands of 500bp were more closely focused upon
based on custom primer parameters
Blast query identified samples as kinesin in origin, but
from species of fungi
The presence of DNA bands in the WC lanes (figure
4b) indicates the presence of contaminants in water
used for RNA extraction
The presence of contaminant bands, however, is
inconsistent, not only between multiple trials but also
within the same runs (it would be expected to see
contaminant bands in all lanes which included the
water)
Nearly identical amino acid alignments support that
contaminants were present/introduced to the study
An alternate explanation for fungal hits is divergence
of foram proteins from other Eukaryotes
There exists little molecular data on forams, which
leaves the possibility that generated Blast
identifications are false positives, or a closest
possible, in the absence of exact matches
From the few proteins that have been studied in
forams, unique structural modifications, such as
highly repetitive units have been discovered
warranting investigation into longer bands in future
studies
Using in vitro motility assays at varying temperatures
may provide a more definitive identification of the
origin organisms (based on cold stability properties)
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